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Why Form, Why Not Form?

Classical poets distinguished their work from prose by writing in 
rhyme and meter to give poems a musical quality while 
contemporary poets express fears of writing sing-song or Dr. 
Suess-like poems and being limited as they compose poems. 



Why Free Verse?

When we write in free verse we are playing with the 'rules', or 
consciously abandoning them. It's choosing to do without a tool. 

The truth is the poet has to work harder to compensate for it.



Liberating Qualities of Form

“I like each of my books to be different. Once I've done something I like to move 
on and push myself to learn new things and expand the limits of poetic form.”

~Campbell McGrath

“Writing free verse is like playing tennis with the net down.” 
~Robert Frost



Universal Qualities of Form

“I think one of the strengths of poetry is its diversity. I do think it's worth the time 
of all poets to play around with and learn from forms.” 

~Robert Lee Brewer, Senior Editor for Writer’s Digest



Italian Poetry

Sonnets, Terza Rima



Terza Rima: an arrangement of tercets with an 
interlocking three-line rhyme scheme: aba bcb cdc



Japanese Poetry 

Haiku, Haibun



Contemporary Haiku: a three-line poem focused 
on a brief moment in time; a use of provocative images and a 
sense of sudden enlightenment and illumination  (eco/nature)

first autumn morning
the mirror I stare into
shows my father's face

~Murakami Kijo

the heat in the trench
a marine lifts the helmet
off his head

~Lenard D. Moore

white wildflowers
I decide to stop
hiding my gray

slave museum—
the entrance fountain
an ebbing shore

evening storm
the nurse measures
my heart rate

~Crystal Simone Smith



Haibun: Japanese genre of writing that mixes 
chiefly autobiographical prose with haiku. 

Our First Place

There’s only a tan sofa bed, left open mostly, and trays we
fold open for TV dinners. I pretend to eat the symmetrical
sections of meatloaf, mash potatoes, and vegetable medley,
but my mother knows. On the pay phone, she tells my aunt
we need pans for cooking, that I only eat the desserts from
the frozen meals. At night, the only light is the flicker of the
television. I’m in first grade, last in everything. I don’t know
shapes, numbers, or colors. I know meatloaf is the worst
color ever. I don’t care about nourishment. My sisters are in
foster care. I have a terrifying father.

dandelions—
I hold her
tight grip

~Crystal Simone Smith, from Wildflowers

Sixth Grade: Winging It

Home sick yesterday. Missed one stupid English 
class. Today’s surprise quiz says to discuss the forms 
of address. I write:

There are A-line dresses, puffy dresses, dresses with 
tiers, mermaid dresses and dresses with no shape 
at all. 

Fifth Avenue
a mannequin
winks

~Alexis Rotella, from Scratches on the Moon



Prose Poem: prose composition that, while not 
broken into verse lines, demonstrates other traits and 
poetic elements like figure of speech and metaphor

Don’t Bother the Earth Spirit

Don’t bother the earth spirit who lives here. She is working 
on a story. It is the oldest story in the world and it is 
delicate, changing. If she sees you watching she will invite 
you in for coffee, give you warm bread, and you will be 
obligated to stay and listen. But this is no ordinary story. 
You will have to endure earthquakes, lightning, the deaths 
of all those you love, the most blinding beauty. It’s a story 
so compelling you may never want to leave; this is how 
she traps you. See that stone finger over there? That is the 
only one who ever escaped.

~Joy Harjo, US Poet Laureate

Notes After Spa Day

Lately, I feel something new and improved. Is this the 
mediation’s doing? Finally, a spirit to accompany the lusty 
flesh even women  love. I’ve only been hated twice. By 
Stacy, then Dionne, but who’s taking names? That would 
be ugly. Both glared at me as though I lessened them in 
the room. Their Aries and Leo stardom dimmed by a 
practical Virgoan. Tony Robbins looks like God, if God 
were a Chippendale. He shines from within and even he 
doesn’t understand why women are never satisfied. On 
each occasion, I said nothing. Words, any words, can 
diminish us. I lowered my shades onto my radiant face 
and walked away in slow motion. 

~Crystal Simone Smith, unpublished



Experimental Forms

Blackout, Erasure



Blackout Poem: found and repurposed text 
to construct a new narrative

Daniel
Romo

Prose
Poet



Blackout Poem: found and repurposed text 
to construct a new narrative

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/crystal-smith

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/crystal-smith


Forms & Conventions

v Terza Rima: an arrangement of tercets with an interlocking three-line 
rhyme scheme: aba bcb cdc

v Haiku: a three-line poem focused on a brief moment in time; a use of 
provocative images and a sense of sudden enlightenment and illumination

v Haibun: Japanese genre of writing that mixes chiefly autobiographical prose 
with haiku 

v Prose Poem: prose composition that, while not broken into verse lines, 
demonstrates other traits and poetic elements like figure of speech and metaphor

v Blackout Poem: found and repurposed text to construct a new narrative



The United Poetry Service: Poems for the People
“I would side with James Joyce who said that in writing of the particulars of Dublin, he sought 

to convey a worldwide universal. And so, it is with haiku – the particular becomes universal. 
References to the self become universal if the poem is handled well (it needs to make sure to 

move from private meaning to public clarity). In fact, I would say it's the very personal that 
becomes the most universal.

~Michael Dylan Welch, Haiku Poet & Scholar

“Poems are social. They reach out, however crookedly, to another person, however imperfectly 
imagined. And sometimes they not only embody but enact those things that we might value in 
the other parts of our social lives—kindness, for example, or joy—as well as the complications 

those values entail.” 

~that peculiar affirmative: on the social life of poems by Jonathan Farmer


